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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the thesis was to elucidate demented monolingual patients' communicative behaviour as described by their caregivers, and demented bilingual patients' communication, interaction, and relationship with caregivers who could/could not Finnish.

The first part of the thesis includes two time-studies and interviews with caregivers in the geriatric care of monolingual patients (I, II). The caregivers spent less time caring for the demented patients than for the non-demented patients with the same degree of dependence. The problems to communicate with the demented patients caused ethical problems and jeopardized the caregivers' commitment.

In the second part of the thesis the preconditions for communication were studied by means of medical, neuropsychological, and linguistic examination of demented Finnish immigrants. Patients' relatives were interviewed and patients' interaction with caregivers was observed in standardised situations (III). The communication, interaction, and relationship between bilingual demented patients and mono/bilingual caregivers were studied during video-recorded morning care sessions by the E.H. and J. Erikson theory of 'eight stages of man'. Phenomenological-hermeneutic (IV), and factor analysis (V) was performed. Also phenomenological (VI) analysis of the morning care sessions was used. The patients functioned on a higher level of ability together with the bilingual caregivers. These caregivers promoted the patients' integrity in a more comprehensive way than monolingual caregivers, and the patients exhibited more trust, autonomy, initiative, industry, identity, intimacy, generativity, and integrity. Their interaction with bilingual caregivers was more multidimensional and the progression of their interaction was more positive than that with monolingual caregivers. The bilingual caregivers' relationship with the demented immigrants was characterised by communion; disclosure of virtues such as patience, honesty, and humility; respect for the person; will; and joy.

The findings of the study are discussed within a hermeneutic-humanistic perspective stressing the patient's dependence, vulnerability and need for support. The conclusion is that verbal communication in the patients' native language makes it easier for caregivers to promote patients' integrity, which in turn enables patients to disclose more of their latent capacity.

Key words: Dementia, bilingual, immigrant, communication, interaction, relationship, E. H. Erikson's theory, phenomenological-hermeneutics, phenomenology.
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To all elderly Finns in Sweden
"I believe
The greatest gift
I can conceive of having
from anyone
is
to be seen by them,
heard by them,
to be understood
and
touched by them.
The greatest gift
I can give
is
to see, hear, understand
and to touch
another person.
When this is done
I feel
contact has been made'.

Virginia Satir (1976)
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Monolingual and bilingual communication between patients with dementia diseases and their caregivers.
Sirkka-Liisa Ekman, Department of Advanced Nursing, University of Umeå, and Department of Geriatric Medicine, the Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the thesis was to elucidate demented monolingual patients' communicative behaviour as described by their caregivers, and demented bilingual patients' communication, interaction, and relationship with caregivers who could/could not speak Finnish.

The first part of the thesis includes two time-studies and interviews with caregivers in the geriatric care of monolingual patients (I, II). The caregivers spent less time caring for the demented patients than for the non-demented patients with the same degree of dependence. The problems to communicate with the demented patients caused ethical problems and jeopardized the caregivers' commitment.

In the second part of the thesis the preconditions for communication were studied by means of medical, and neuropsychological, examination of demented Finnish immigrants. Patients' relatives were interviewed and patients' interaction with caregivers was observed in standardised situations (III). The communication, interaction, and relationship between bilingual demented patients and mono/bilingual caregivers were studied during video-recorded morning care sessions by the E.H. and J. Erikson theory of 'eight stages of man'. Phenomenological-hermeneutic (IV), and factor analyses (V) were performed. Also phenomenological (VI) analysis of the morning care sessions was used. The patients functioned on a higher level of ability together with the bilingual caregivers. These caregivers promoted the patients' integrity in a more comprehensive way than monolingual caregivers, and the patients exhibited more trust, autonomy, initiative, industry, identity, intimacy, generativity, and integrity. Their interaction with bilingual caregivers was more multidimensional and the progression of their interaction was more positive than that with monolingual caregivers. The bilingual caregivers' relationship with the demented immigrants was characterised by communion; disclosure of virtues such as patience, honesty, and humility; respect for the person; will; and joy.

The findings of the study are discussed within a phenomenological-hermeneutic perspective emphasizing the patient's dependence, vulnerability and need for support. The conclusion is that verbal communication in the patients' native language makes it easier for caregivers to promote patients' integrity, which in turn enables patients to disclose more of their latent capacity.

Key words: Dementia, bilingual, immigrant, communication, interaction, relationship, E. H. Erikson's theory, phenomenological-hermeneutics, phenomenology.
This thesis is based on the following studies, which will be referred to in the text by their Roman numerals:


The papers are reprinted with the kind permission of the respective journal.
INTRODUCTION

The dementia syndrome

Dementia is often defined according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 3rd edition, revised, (DSM III-R) published by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) (1987 pp. 97-163). According to this definition, dementia is characterized by memory impairment and some other cognitive and/or personality deficits sufficiently large to interfere with social life or work without any disturbance of consciousness. Dementia diseases can be divided into three groups: primary degenerative dementia, vascular dementia, and secondary dementia. Alzheimer's disease.

The most common dementia disease is Alzheimer's disease (AD) (nearly 50% of all dementia cases) and the second most common disease is vascular dementia (VD). Sometimes the patient suffers from both (mixed AD and VD) (Erkinjuntti 1988). The clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease is mostly made according to the DSM III-R criteria or NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (McKhann et al. 1984). Common methods used to estimate the level of the dementia disease are the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al. 1975) and the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Reisberg 1983, Reisberg et al. 1989). Family members' narratives about patients' symptoms and actions in everyday life, and in their own social milieu, are important information when making the clinical diagnosis.

During the course of dementia there is gradual impairment in the communicative ability of the demented patients (Bayles & Kaszniak 1987). Obler and Albert (1984) suggest that this deterioration is regular in people suffering from AD. Hyltenstam and Stroud (1989) have described this regression in three stages; early, middle and late stages. In the early stage, lexical search difficulties prevail, but the patient may also make unmotivated conversational digressions and give inadequate answers to questions. At this level, the patients are aware of their communicative problems. In the middle stage, the difficulties on the semantic and pragmatic levels increase. Severe digressions and so called "empty speech" are typical. Some difficulties in producing automatic speech appear. Phonology, morphology and syntax seem to be largely intact. In this stage the patients show no cues that indicate that they are aware of
their language problems. In the late stage, limited linguistic resources remain. Echolalia and mutism are characteristic features of this stage (Obler & Albert 1984, Reisberg et al. 1989). Some demented patients exhibit vocally disruptive behaviour, such as shouting or screaming (Hallberg et al. 1993).

The severely demented also have problems in their non-verbal communication. Their facial expressions (Norberg et al. 1986, Asplund et al. 1991b, Jansson et al. 1993) and gestures (Critchley 1964) are less expressive than those of healthy elderly people and they have difficulties to read the cues in another person's face (Kurucz & Feldmar 1979). Communication problems are not connected only to language but also to symptoms such as amnesia (Miller 1989, Abeysinghe et al. 1990), apraxia (Della Sala et al. 1987, Rapcsak et al. 1989), agnosia (Broderick & Laszlo 1987, Miller 1989) and the decline in logical reasoning (Lewis & Livson 1980).

Care of patients with dementia diseases

Communication problems lead to difficulties in the care of demented patients. Kihlgren (1992) has shown that it is in fact possible to influence the care of the demented patients positively by training caregivers in supporting patients' experience of integrity (wholeness and meaning). Problems to interpret the demented patient's communicative cues lead to the ethical problems in care (Kuuppelomäki & Lauri 1991, Jansson & Norberg 1992).

Being able to communicate with patients is important to the caregivers' own experience of meaning in the care of the demented (Hallberg & Norberg 1990, Norberg & Asplund 1990, Åkerlund & Norberg 1990). Asplund (1991 pp. 25-35) suggests that there is a connection between caregivers' possibilities to communicate with their patients and their own philosophy of life. Caregivers regarding life as a gift and an ethical demand accept demented patients more easily and find it meaningful to take care of them.

Communication in the care of patients

The relationship between patient and caregiver is an important aspect of caring. The interaction between the parties is the basis of their
relationship. The interaction is made possible by means of communication, which is a very complicated event with many different aspects, from perception to practice (cf. Ringler 1983). Watzlawick and co-workers (1967 pp. 48-51) have formed some axioms about human communication, the first is: 'one cannot not communicate'. Activity or passivity, words or silence always disclose something. We communicate on the level of the content of the message and on the level of the relationship between the communicating persons (meta-communication). The non-verbal communication reinforces the verbal message but it sometimes has an opposite meaning, causing confusion in the receiver.

A human being's language development starts very early. Babies have intensive interaction with their caregivers (Merleau-Ponty 1973, Ringler 1983, Stern 1990). As early as during the first few months they can recognize the rhythm of their mothers' language and they 'babble' adequately to communicate in their interaction (Ringler 1983). The rhythm of the language varies in different cultures (Condon 1980, Kempton 1980). Kempton (1980) states that a comparison between communication and dance is relevant. The interactants must both know the rhythm to bring synchrony into their communication.

Communication is mutual and simultaneous and influences people; it is not a system flowing from one person to another. It is a fundamental part of people's existence and therefore it cannot be studied outside its 'involvement', i.e. what it means and does to the communicating parties (Condon 1980). Condon (1980) states that communication is not only a process of content messages between people but it is also an 'overarching domain' of trust and mistrust, love and hate, acceptance or rejection of oneself and others. The parties meet in the interaction as individuals with their own history and future (Norberg et al. 1992).

Migration

Throughout time all over the world there has been some kind of migration. Often people leave their home countries in the hope of finding a better future, for example, better employment opportunities and a better economic situation. For some people the love of adventure makes them emigrate. In this day and age with social and political unrest in many parts of the world the stream of refugees has become a reality. The refugees have been forced to leave their home countries in contrast to the
immigrants who left of their own free will. These groups may experience migration differently but in many situations later in life they have the same problems in adapting to their new countries.

Migration means not only outer environmental changes but also balancing of inner values and beliefs both in the new and the old countries. These people do not only build up new social networks; they also try hard to preserve their old networks in order to secure some continuity in their lives (cf. Schierup 1987). Continuity is needed for people's development of identity (Erikson 1974, 1982). Erikson (1974) points to the importance of being one with one's own future as well as with one's own history for the positive development of a sense of new identity after migration. This is in agreement with descriptions of migration as a dynamic process involving factors of the past, e.g. values and beliefs from the home country, as well as factors of the future, e.g. the values of the new country (Ålund 1978, 1985). It is very hard, perhaps impossible, to adapt fully to another culture in an absolute sense (Lewis & Jungman 1986 pp. 207). It is important for immigrants to gain acceptance regarding their 'bicultural identity' to be able to develop.

Very limited research has been found concerning how old people belonging to an ethnic minority group may experience their situation. The lack of research in this area has meant poor theoretical discussion, which, in turn, results in poorly conceptualized research (Markides & Mindel 1987, p. 44).

**Migration from Finland to Sweden**

Nearly 600 000 people emigrated from Finland between 1946 and 1979 (Majava 1981 pp. 232). An overwhelming part of this migration (about 440 000 people) has gone to Sweden (Koivukangas 1980). Until 1955 there was an excess of female emigrants, who were very young (18-30 years old) (Majava 1981 pp 232). The majority of the adult emigrants were unmarried.

The Finnish immigrants in Sweden have married to the same degree as Swedish people (Majava 1981 pp. 237). The share of divorced Finnish people has been about three times higher than among the Finns in Finland and about twice as high as among Swedish people in Sweden. The difficulties of migration might be a reason for this breaking up of marriages.
An overwhelming majority of the Finnish immigrants has lived in urban areas in Sweden, though most of them had a rural background in their home country. Most of these people moved to Sweden in the hope of finding better employment opportunities. Both the Finnish men and women in Sweden run much more risk of being unemployed than the native population (Majava 1981 pp. 243). Metal work, manufacturing, and service work were the most common jobs among the Finnish immigrants.

During the 1946-1975 period over 50 per cent of the Finnish immigrants lived in rented apartments while the majority of the Swedes, as well as the Finns in Finland, owned their own homes (Majava 1981 pp. 247). They were also much less involved in union activities (and political activities) in their social environment. Their social networks were smaller than those of the Swedes, or those of the Finns in Finland (Jaakkola 1983). They had very few social contacts with Swedes; isolation was a major problem in their lives. The main reason for the lack of contact with Swedes was probably their poor ability to speak Swedish. In the 1946-1975 period (before the new Swedish migration policy took effect) there was no organized education in Swedish for immigrants. The only possibility was to learn it in one's spare time, but hard work and adaptation problems made this very difficult. Also their motivation may have been poor because of their plans to soon return to Finland before long. The situation described has probably changed in some aspects, but these preconditions were common during the time when the people, who are 65 years and older today, had their most active period.

In Sweden 23 000 Finnish immigrants who were 65 years old or older have been registered (National Board of Health and Welfare & Swedish Immigration Board 1991). The calculated numbers for the same group in 2000 and 2010 are as high as 54 000 and 64 000 with the same immigration and emigration frequency as in 1989. This high increase is connected with the migration of young people between 1940 and 1950 mentioned earlier. Most of the old Finnish immigrants have become Swedish citizens (Koivukangas 1980), which makes it difficult to single out these people in the ordinary statistics used for the planning of their service. With an estimated prevalence of 5% dementia among people aged 65 years and above (Sandman et al. 1988), by the year 2010 there may be 3200 demented Finnish immigrants in Sweden.
Bilingualism

Bilingualism is common all over the world. There are many countries with more than one official language and where people talk several languages. Another kind of situation is seen in the countries which are traditionally homogenous and have only one main language. After the large immigration or stream of refugees minority ethnic groups have developed and bilingualism has become a new aspect of the everyday life of a lot of people.

Young children (1-4 years old) can become bilingual without mixing the languages (Meisel 1989). It is, however, very difficult to learn the 'other' language 'perfectly' (Hyltenstam 1988). The acquisition of the second language is even more difficult in adulthood (Bolander 1989). People need a lot of motivation and frequent opportunities to use the second language. As they grow elder bilingual people undergo some changes regarding their use of the second language for example more interference problems in language mixing and language choice (Clyne 1977, 1987).

Bilingualism and dementia

Bilingual demented people have been poorly studied to date. Demented immigrants have the following kinds of language problems; - problems connected with the fact that they are bilingual and old; they are, for example, more likely to mix languages perhaps relating to retirement and fewer possibilities to interact socially - problems common among patients with Alzheimer's disease, for example difficulties to find words, and to name objects - the special problems seen in bilingual patients with Alzheimer's disease, for example problems with language choice and language separation.

Language choice is the process whereby a bilingual speaker selects the appropriate language according to situational cues such as the language status of the interlocutor (Grosjean 1982). The notion of language separation refers to the bilingual speaker's ability to keep her/his two languages apart in the verbal production. Inability in this respect leads to code-switching, which can be defined as a bilingual speaker's alternate use of two languages within the same discourse (Poplack 1980). Inappropriate language choice and involuntary code-
switching seem to exist independently of each other in the demented (Hyltenstam & Stroud 1989).

It seems logical to assume that bilingual language problems combined with the communication problems seen in monolingual demented patients result in severe communication problems in care, especially when caregivers do not speak and understand the native language of the demented patients. Communication problems might lead not only to too early or incorrect dementia diagnoses but also an inadequate judgement of the severity of the stage of the disease.

AIM

The aims of this study were to a) elucidate monolingual caregivers' use of time with monolingual demented/non-demented patients and their experience of the care of severely demented patients b) describe demented bilingual patients' communicative behaviour together with caregivers who knew/did not know the demented patients' native language, c) elucidate the interaction between bilingual demented patients and their monolingual/bilingual caregivers and to d) illuminate the quality of the relationship between demented Finnish immigrants and their monolingual/bilingual caregivers.

METHOD

The choice of methods

When this study was planned a system theoretical and a behavioural framework of communication was used. But during the course of the study the theoretical frame has been changed to a more phenomenological-hermeneutical one, with more emphasis on the importance of the preverbal meaning of language in the interaction between patient and caregiver in order to support a good relationship between them.

The design of the studies

The studies consisted of two parts. The first part was performed with monolingual geriatric patients and their monolingual caregivers and the
second part was performed with bilingual demented patients and their monolingual/bilingual caregivers.

Part I.

The first part of the study included two time studies and one interview study made in a geriatric clinic, in northern Sweden. The wards had demented patients as well as non-demented patients with various kinds of geriatric disorders. The interviews (I, II) were made at three of the wards of a clinic.

Part II.

The second part of the study was performed in the Greater Stockholm area, at nursing homes and geriatric clinics, with Finnish immigrants (III-VI)

Patients

Part I.

Caregivers were asked to choose a certain patient as reference when they talked about care situations and communication problems. The ADL performance and cognitive level of these patients were described using the Katz index (Katz & Akpom 1976) and the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Reisberg 1986) and can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Classifications of patients according to Katz-index and Global Deterioration Scale (GDS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDS</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part II.

The following criteria were set up for the patients participating in part II of the study (III-VI); demented who were born in Finland and who had immigrated to Sweden before the age of 50 and who had used
both Finnish and Swedish regularly before the onset of dementia. Five hundred and sixty letters were sent to health care centres, nursing homes and geriatric hospitals in the Greater Stockholm area and the County Council of Västerbotten, Sweden. Physicians and head administrators were asked to report their demented Finnish immigrants.

Twenty patients were found and investigated. Nine patients who had too poor verbal communication, or were not demented, were excluded from further investigation. Two demented patients chose not to participate. The nine remaining patients (all women) were 70-94 years old (median=83). Two patients died during the period. The data missing and the characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Characteristics of patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>86/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>73/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>73/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>94/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>73/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>84/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70/F</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>84/F</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>83/F</td>
<td>AD/VD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AD=Alzheimer's Disease  
VD=Vascular Dementia

Caregivers

Part I

In the first step of time study No. 1 all registered nurses (RNs) at the clinic participated. In the second step all RNs, enrolled nurses (ENs), and nurses' aids at one of the wards participated. In time study No. 2 no caregiver took direct part.

In the interviews all ENs (n=9) and nurses' aids (n=15) who had worked for one to five (median=2) years at three of the five wards of the clinic, and who worked daytime during the three months of the interview,
participated in the interviews (I, II). Three interviews were excluded due to technical problems. The remaining 21 interviewees consisted of nine ENs and twelve nurses' aids. The characteristics of the caregivers are shown in Table 3.

**Table 3. Characteristics of caregivers of part I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional background</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age (yrs) Median (range)</th>
<th>Yrs in geriatric care Median (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>28 (21-49)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.2-4.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurses' aid</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27 (20-46)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.8-4.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part II**

Sixteen caregivers participated in this study. Two of them interacted with all of the seven patients. One of them was bilingual and one monolingual. They had not met the patients before. The remaining 14 caregivers worked at the respective patient's ward, two caregivers for each patient, and they knew the patients quite well. Here too, one caregiver was bilingual and one monolingual. The characteristics of the caregivers are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Characteristics of caregivers of part II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Age/Sex (Female/Male)</th>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Yrs in dementia care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15-24</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>35-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methods

Part I

The Katz' ADL index (Katz & Akpom 1976) and the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Reisberg 1986) were used to assess the symptoms and functional performance of the patients to diagnose the dementia (I).

Time studies were constructed by the author and one of the co-authors of paper I. Time study No. 1 was performed with all the RNs of the five wards and with all ENs and nurses' aids at one of the five wards of the same clinic (I). A self-rating method was used for economic reasons. The caregivers registered the time they used for their various tasks during one week, for example; basic care (food, hygiene, training), medical care (drugs, infusions, check-up), patient administration (phone contacts, nursing plans), personnel administration (supervision, instruction, supporting), information (reports, conferences, ward rounds), service (cleaning, kitchen work), and other tasks (waiting, breaks). During this registration no specific instructions were given to the
personnel about how they should work. The total time registered for each member of the personnel was checked against the work schedule. The exact agreement was 95%.

In the time-study No. 2 (I) a patient classification was made based on the patients' approximate need for basic nursing care which was estimated through discussions among the head physician, the RNs, the ENs and the nurses' aids caring for the patients. Five groups were formed. An observer (RN) assessed the patients belonging to these groups. All in all 20 assessments of eating and hygiene situations, respectively, in each of the groups were made.

A semi-structured interview with some discussion topics (Table 5) was made with nine ENs and twelve nurses' aids, who had worked daytime at this clinic for 1 to 5 years. They were asked to describe the differences between the care of demented patients and that of non-demented patients regarding morning care, evening care, toileting, and meals. The communication problems they had with their patients were also discussed. In order to make the interviews more concrete each interviewee was also asked to select a demented patient, whom she/he often took care of and describe the care situations and the communication patterns she/he had with this particular patient as well as what kind of reactions the communication difficulties caused in her/him. The interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. A content analysis was made of the interview material which was regarded as a whole in order to obtain a sense of the content. Caregivers' accounts were listed according to the various topics and the lists were read and classified into themes and the patterns were then described (I). The interviews were also analysed regarding ethical principles as described by Beauchamp & Childress (1983) (II).
Table 5. Interview guide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General comparisons</th>
<th>Narrative about a certain patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Differences in the way of caring for demented or non-demented patients.</td>
<td>How do they find their work with these specific patients during morning care, evening care, toileting, and meals?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do they feel about it?</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Have they always felt like that?</td>
<td>How is it possible to communicate with this patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do they feel like that about everybody?</td>
<td>-How does his verbal communication function?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differences during</td>
<td>-How does his non-verbal communication function?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morning care, evening care,</td>
<td>-Is there any eye contact?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toileting, meals.</td>
<td>-How does this patient react to music?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>-What about his territory?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*What does it mean to their work that it is difficult to communicate?</td>
<td>-How does this patient react to body contact?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Do they usually go up to the patient just to talk?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Do they have some 'tricks' to make contact with demented patients?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*How important is the patient's integrity?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*How important is the patient's autonomy?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part II

Medical examination

Medical records were collected from general practitioners and hospitals and the spouses or family members were interviewed to provide information on the medical history of the patient. Assessments used in studies on bilingual demented patients' neurological, psychiatric and somatic state were performed and laboratory data were collected from medical records. The diagnosis of AD was based on the DSM-III-R criteria (APA 1987). Depression was excluded by means of a subscale of the Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale constructed by Montgomery and Åsberg (1979). The Hachinski Ischemic Score (Hachinski et al., 1975), the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975), the Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Reisberg...
1986) and the Geriatric Rating Scale (GBS) (Gottfries et al., 1982) were also used (Table 2). The MMSE and the GDS examinations were performed in Finnish in 1988 and in 1989.

**Neuropsychological examination**

The neuropsychological examinations were performed one year after the other investigations, because of technical reasons. The investigation included visual perception, visuo-spatial orientation, expressive and impressive speech, motor function of hands (Christensen 1984); abstract thinking, visuo-spatial and constructive thinking (Wechsler 1981); visuo-motor tracking (Reitan 1958); short term memory (Bäckman & Karlsson 1986). The initial scoring criteria were taken from the WAIS-R scoring rules (Wechsler 1981) and from a study of the effects of normal aging (Laaksonen et al. 1985). These tests are commonly used and have proved valid both in Sweden and Finland (Erkinjuntti et al. 1986).

**Assessment of the demented patient's life story**

The demented patient's closest relative/friend was interviewed about the patient's life before and after the immigration. The semi-structured interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed theme by theme, comparing the life in Finland with that in Sweden. Comparisons between the life in Finland, and the life in Sweden, as well as before and after the patient had dementia, were made concerning education, job, family situation, network, interests, habits, personality, philosophy of life, important events, life situation after retirement, and description of her/his disease (III).

**Assessment of the communication in standardized situations**

The demented patients were given two concrete tasks to carry out together with a bilingual (Finnish-Swedish) as well as with a monolingual (Swedish) caregiver; 1) to wrap up two things with paper and string, 2) to read a magazine and discuss its content. In two cases no bilingual caregiver could be found at the respective ward/institution. Then the bilingual communication was assessed in interaction with the bilingual investigator. The demented patients' communicative ability during these standardized situations was analyzed from the tape-recordings by means of an analogous scale developed for this study (ranging from 0 = no
communication to 3 = adequate communication) independently by two investigators. The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to calculate inter-rater reliability, which was 0.92 (III).

**Video-recorded morning care sessions**

All seven patients were video-recorded during morning care together with; a) a bilingual caregiver who did not know them, b) a bilingual caregiver who knew them, c) a monolingual caregiver who did not know them, and d) a monolingual caregiver who knew them (Table 6).

**Table 6.** Design of video-recorded morning care sessions and patient-caregiver dyad number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Caregiver</th>
<th>Patient 1</th>
<th>Patient 2</th>
<th>Patient 3</th>
<th>Patient 4</th>
<th>Patient 5</th>
<th>Patient 6</th>
<th>Patient 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual=S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 F/S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 S</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 F/S</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 S</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 F/S</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 S</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 F/S</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 S</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 F/S</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 S</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 F/S</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 S</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 F/S</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 S</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 F/S</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 S</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theoretical framework**

The Erikson (1982) theory of 'eight stages of man' was chosen for the theoretical framework of this investigation. This theory describes the psycho-social human development as occurring through a series of eight crises: 1) trust-mistrust, 2) autonomy-shame/doubt, 3) initiative-guilt, 4) industry-inferiority, 5) identity-identity confusion, 6) intimacy-isolation, 7) generativity-stagnation and 8) integrity-despair extending from infancy, through adulthood and into old age. At each stage, the person incorporates earlier crises in the process of bringing into balance the tension that is now focused on, i.e. the most pronounced crisis, while the
others are latent (Erikson 1982, Erikson et al. 1986). In each phase of life the person has to solve her/his phase-specific crisis but she/he must also resolve the previous crises and presolve her/his coming crises. The solving of crises is interwoven in a very complex way (Erikson 1988). When balancing between the two crisis poles the person develops either a virtue (strength) or a weakness (malignant tendency). Parallel with the scheme of crisis poles there is a scheme of virtue-weakness opposites; hope-withdrawal, will-compulsion, purpose-inhibition, competence-inertia, fidelity-repudiation, love-exclusivity, care-rejectivity, wisdom-disdain (Table 7) (Erikson 1982 pp. 32-34, Erikson et al. 1986).

**Table 7.** Life-cycle as described by Erikson's theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive pole</th>
<th>Virtue</th>
<th>Negative pole</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. Trust</td>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>Mistrust</td>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Autonomy</td>
<td>Will</td>
<td>Shame/Doubt</td>
<td>Compulsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Initiative</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Guilt</td>
<td>Inhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. Industry</td>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>Inferiority</td>
<td>Inertia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. Identity</td>
<td>Fidelity</td>
<td>Identity confusion</td>
<td>Repudiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI. Intimacy</td>
<td>Love</td>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>Exclusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII. Generativity</td>
<td>Care</td>
<td>Stagnation</td>
<td>Rejectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII. Integrity</td>
<td>Wisdom</td>
<td>Despair</td>
<td>Disdain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The old person's phase-specific crisis concerns **integrity** versus **despair** but she/he must also resolve the crises concerning 'trust versus mistrust', etc., to experience wholeness and meaning in her/his life and to develop a comprehensive sense of **wisdom** (Erikson et al. 1986). The Erikson couple and Kivnick (1986) state further that to experience **generativity** and thereby a sense of **care**, the old person must integrate her/his earlier life experience of caring into the next generations. To develop a sense of **love**, the old person must integrate her/his experience of **intimate** relationships (marriage, children, grandchildren) with her/his
experience of isolation (loss of one's nears and dears, children's leaving home) during their whole life-cycles. They must also balance identity and identity confusion, as seen during her/his past, present and unknown future lives to a sense of fidelity. In her/his old age, a person continues to create a sense of competence based on her/his experience of industry versus inferiority during her/his life-cycle. To develop a sense of purpose in her/his old age she/he must balance initiative and guilt. It is not easy for her/him to find new kinds of activities and things to do because of her/his decreasing energy and sensory acuity. The tension between autonomy and shame/doubt concerns issues of control of one's own body, behaviour and whole life and makes a person experience a sense of will. In one's old age, with reducing capacity as a consequence of the deterioration of body and/or mind it is easy to feel shame or doubt and one needs support to keep one's sense of will. The first stage of one's life-cycle is characterized by the tension between basic trust and mistrust making a person develop a sense of hope if she/he has experienced support and response from her/his environment. In one's old age this crisis is closely related to essential wisdom. The crisis trust versus mistrust is also connected with the old person's relation to the numinous. Mutuality of recognition is ritualized.

The Erikson theory applied to the demented patient

A person suffering from a dementia disease has some difficulty in solving the present crisis and in resolving the past crises in a positive way. She/he is very vulnerable and needs a lot of support to be able to solve her/his crises, and experience wholeness and meaning in life (integrity).

It was assumed that the concrete care activities performed by caregivers among demented patients affect patients' experience of the crises of life. This seems logical because Erikson (1963) describes the child's experience of trust, etc. by referring to concrete care actions taken by its parents. He stresses, for example, the importance of the way the little child is helped to eliminate her/his body waste. In agreement with previous research (Norberg & Sandman 1988, Hallberg et al. 1990 a, Kihlgren et al. 1993a, b) it was therefore presupposed that the demented
can be supported or hindered to solve and resolve their life crises by the way everyday matters are handled.

Analyses of the video-recorded morning care sessions

The analyses were based on Ricoeur's philosophy (1971, 1976, Klemm 1983). It claims that there is always the dialectic of event and meaning in discourse. Ricoeur wants to bridge the gap between the phenomenological and the hermeneutical approaches. In phenomenology an experience is described so purely as possible without interpretation, but Ricoeur (1976) assumes that phenomenology describes only the event. In hermeneutics the event is interpreted to find the meaning behind it. Ricoeur (1976, cf. Klemm 1983) describes the process of interpretation as a series of steps.

Fixation of texts

The video-recordings were seen as texts (cf. Ricoeur 1971). They were first watched to generate a sense of the whole. The video-tapes were then transcribed and a manuscript was produced which included verbal communication word by word, notes about turn-taking, paralingual and non-verbal communication (IV, V).

Analysis of texts

The written manuscript was analyzed in 2-minute sequences together with the corresponding sequence of the video-tape. A viewing of each sequence of the video-tapes and a first reading of the corresponding sequence of the manuscript were performed to acquire a sense of the whole of each sequence seen in the light of the Erikson theory (1982). A structural analysis of each 2-minute sequence was then made to elucidate the parts and how they related to each other. The coding concerned 1) which crises were supported or obstructed by the caregiver action in question; and 2) which crises the patient's reactions indicated. The notes concerned the two extreme poles of each crisis, such as trust versus mistrust. When more than one crisis was indicated all were registered. Thus the content of a sentence could be referred to one crisis, and the tone of voice to another. The caregivers could, for example, strengthen the patient's identity verbally and support her/his trust by her/his tone of voice while her/his industry was stimulated manually. The 2-minute
sequences mostly included several crises. If both the negative and the positive poles of a crisis were relevant only the most evident pole was noted to make tendencies more clear, thus reducing the ambiguity of the communication.

The author and a bilingual co-worker coded the material independently of each other regarding which crises could be assumed to be affected by the action in question; each sequence was watched and read two to four times before it was coded. The codes that the investigators had noted were compared and if they disagreed (about 10 %) the investigators watched the video sequence again to come to an agreement about the coding. In the few remaining cases of disagreement (about 0.2 %) no coding was performed for the crises concerned.

Comparisons were made between demented immigrants' relationship with bilingual and monolingual caregivers, for each respective patient. The Chernoff (1973) faces method of comparing similarities was used to group the relationship dyads, i.e. to sort and label the patterns of communication. Each morning care session was then interpreted as a whole. The viewing of the video-tapes and the reading of the manuscript as wholes were reflected upon and a short narrative was made for each morning care session interpreted in the light of the Erikson theory (IV).

The codes obtained in the analyses described (IV) were submitted to a factor analysis to elucidate the connection between the coded crises. Some calculation was done regarding all the crises indicated in the sessions taken together, comparing morning care sessions together with a bilingual caregiver with those with a monolingual caregiver. Statistical calculations were performed by use of Systat (Wilkinson 1989). The dimensions of the interaction were illustrated by modified musical notations developed by Johansson (1987, 1991) and previously used by Kihlgren and co-workers (1993a). The progression of each session was described (V).

Through these analyses of the interaction between the bilingual patient and her monolingual or bilingual caregiver new questions arose, for instance; what are these phenomena, that could be seen during the sessions but that could not be described by the Erikson (1982) theory.

In the next phase a phenomenological analysis was performed. The phenomenological method used here was inspired by Giorgi (1985,
It describes phenomena of lived experience and is based on the philosophy of Husserl (1976, 1977) and Merleau-Ponty (1974).

The following steps were taken:

A new fixation of the text of the video-recorded morning care sessions was made. There was an attempt to take as exact notes as possible to obtain a 'naive description' of the morning care sessions.

The descriptions were divided into two groups according to the relationship disclosed; positive or negative relationships. The negative descriptions consisted mainly of a lack of positive phenomena; only a few plainly negative actions were seen, such as belittling commands, negative use of power, repudiation. They were excluded from further analyses.

The text was divided into 'meaning units' in order to describe more directly the content of the interaction. On the basis of each meaning unit more abstractly 'formulated meanings' were given. The 'formulated meanings' were categorized and the categories were synthesized into themes (VI).

The author's preunderstanding

The author was born in Finland and Finnish is her native language. She immigrated to Sweden and worked for many years with demented patients. Therefore she had specific competence, and a valuable preunderstanding, for these studies. To diagnose the dementia correctly one bilingual physician and one bilingual psychologist were included in the research group.

The ethical considerations

Considerations regarding whether it would be ethically defensible to perform the reported studies on demented patients were made in accordance with Norberg and co-workers (1985). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee at Umeå University. The family members or relatives of the patients, the head physicians and the staff at the institutions housing these patients were contacted and informed consent to the investigation was obtained from both groups. Before each step of investigation the patient was asked for permission to perform the action in question. The video-recordings are stored safely in accordance with the research team's contract with the family members of the patients.
Only the members of this research group have the right to see these video-recordings to secure the patients' integrity.

RESULTS

Part I

Time studies

The time used in direct patient care activities varied between the different categories of staff. RNs spent 35% of their time in direct care while the corresponding percentage for ENs was 48% and for nurses' aids 55%. The other time study showed that during hygiene and feeding the caregivers spent less time with helping demented patients than non-demented patients with similar needs for basic care (I).

Caregiver interviews

In the interviews the caregivers said that their reason to use less time with demented patients was that it was difficult to communicate with them; they do not need to talk to demented patients. The caregivers also described how they experienced the everyday care of the individual demented patient. All these patients had serious communicative problems. The caregivers emphasized that they worked according to routines, and not according to patients' needs, since they did not know enough about the patients' backgrounds and their demented patients were unable to tell them about their lives and interests. Five main types of patient reaction to the communicative attempts made by the caregivers were described: she/he enjoys contact, contact leads to aggression, she/he avoids contact, she/he reacts to contact only sporadically, or she/he does not react at all.

The caregivers' reactions to the demented patients' communication problems were discussed. Fourteen of twenty-one caregivers reported negative reactions, for instance; feelings of insufficiency, hopelessness, meaninglessness, burn-out, and loss of their commitment. Five caregivers reported positive reactions, for example they saw the patients as a challenge and felt happy when they had some response from them. Two caregivers thought that death would perhaps be the best alternative for severely demented patients.
Fourteen of the twenty-one caregivers emphasized the importance of the patient's need for autonomy but they reported two types of problems relating to autonomy. First, it was difficult to know the patient's wish, so care was performed according to routines. Second, if the patient's wish was regarded as irrational, the caregiver felt that there was an ethical dilemma; the patient might hurt her/himself or others. The caregiver might feel that she/he had to use force against the patient, even when she/he wanted to respect the patient's autonomy. The care could be regarded as paternalistic (II).

Part II

Preconditions for the patients' communication

The bilingual demented immigrants investigated had been given elementary education in Finland and held quite qualified positions, for example, they had their own businesses. Socially they had been well integrated as seen from the estimation of the size of their social network. These people immigrated to Sweden in connection with some personal or social crisis; such as the death of their husbands, economic difficulties or war. In Sweden they were settled in urban environments which meant increased demands to adapt as they had lived in rural areas in Finland. The immigrants did not have adequate training in Swedish and had more unqualified jobs than they had had in Finland. They developed introvert interests, for instance Finnish literature, music and house-keeping.

The investigations regarding their diagnoses showed that all patients who had been selected for the studies suffered from moderate, or severe, dementia. The MMSE varied between 1 and 16, and the GDS ranged from 5 to 7. When the neuropsychological tests were performed in Finnish expressive speech turned out to be much better preserved than impressive speech in all patients.

The observation of the investigated patients' communication and performance of practical tasks showed that they communicated and managed tasks better together with a Finnish-speaking caregiver. All of them were able to communicate adequately with a Finnish-speaking caregiver, whereas with a Swedish-speaking caregiver there were serious problems and the communication was characterized as one-way communication with a great many commands (III).
Patterns

Three different patterns of relationship were seen; positive, mainly positive (mixed) and negative relationships. The bilingual caregivers' relationship with demented bilingual patients was labelled positive or mainly positive, while the monolingual Swedish-speaking caregivers had severe problems to communicate with the same patients and their relationship to the patients was labelled negative. One monolingual Swedish-speaking caregiver could communicate positively with two patients so the relationship was labelled positive. Both patients spoke Swedish quite well and did not mix their two languages. This caregiver's educational level was higher than that of the other monolingual caregivers.

The positive relationship was characterized by the caregivers' supportive communication concerning crises Nos. 1-6 (Erikson 1982). One caregiver often communicated even positively regarding crises Nos. 7-8. The negative relationship was characterized by the caregivers' negative communication concerning crises Nos. 1-6 and 8. Here, the patients reacted to the caregivers' negative interaction. In these negative relationships the caregivers supported the patients' identity best (crisis No. 5). The patients seemed to be more confused when the communication did not function positively or when the verbal and non-verbal communication did not agree. In the mixed relationship the caregivers and the patients communicated both positively and negatively concerning the crises Nos. 1-6 (IV).

Dimensions and progression

The factor analysis of the material interpreted as described above (IV) showed a connection between the patients' actions/reactions implying different crises. The crises trust versus mistrust, autonomy versus shame and doubt, industry versus inferiority, and intimacy versus isolation were lumped together into one factor. The crises initiative versus guilt, identity versus identity confusion, generativity versus stagnation, and integrity versus despair seemed to be separate factors and, accordingly, five factors were accepted.
The bilingual caregivers' interaction with the bilingual patients was multidimensional and the crises seemed to be promoted hierarchically, i.e. the 'highest' crisis in the hierarchy also included the promotion of the 'lower' crises (cf. Erikson 1982). The monolingual Swedish-speaking caregivers communicated negatively and did not promote the patients in their solution of the crises. Their interaction was not multidimensional and the crises were not promoted hierarchically, i.e. a 'higher' crisis could be positively met without a 'lower' crisis having been positively met first.

The progression of the interaction differed between the dyads previously assessed as positive, negative and mixed. Mostly positive interaction started positively and the proportion of positive codes increased both in the caregiver's and her patient's communication. Thus, there was, for example, an increase in the proportion of positive codes; starting with the promotion of the first six dimensions the caregiver reached as for the last two crises at the end of the interaction. In some cases the patient started by showing mistrust but soon changed to trust when she found that her caregiver understood her.

In negative interaction the caregiver usually started quite positively while the patient started less positively. During the first third of the interaction period the proportion of negative codes increased for both caregiver and patient, more so for the caregiver. A few dyads were very negative during the whole interaction. There were some interactions where the patient showed a small increase in positive communication during the third part of the interaction (V).

**Characteristics of the relationship between patient and caregiver**

The following themes were identified in the phenomenological analysis of the video-recorded morning care episodes; caregiver's virtues, respect for patient, communion, will, and joy. The characteristics of the positive relationship were described.

The theme labelled 'caregiver's virtues' covers descriptions of characteristics such as honesty, generosity, consideration, tenderness, and patience. The theme labelled 'respect for patient' covers descriptions indicating that the caregiver regards the patient as a valuable and unique person. 'Communion' covers descriptions of an interaction sequence between patient and caregiver, where they show mutual symbolic
understanding. The themes labelled 'will' and 'joy' cover descriptions of
the caregiver's showing interest in the patient, providing help if the
patient wants it. The actions are performed in a manner that shows that
the caregiver does them freely and willingly and enjoys helping the
patient (VI).

DISCUSSION

The relationship between the patients and their caregivers is the core
of caregiving. A relationship is based on the interaction between the
parties. Communication is a means of interacting (cf. Ringler 1983).
There are severe difficulties in communicating with the demented
verbally as well as non-verbally because of their symptoms of dementia
(APA 1987, Bayles & Kaszniak 1987, Asplund et al. 1991b, Bayles 1991,
communication problems are even greater for demented immigrants as
the problems connected with their dementia add to those of their
bilingualism (Hyltenstam & Stroud 1989, in press).

The studies reported in this thesis concern the communication
between monolingual and bilingual demented patients and their
monolingual/bilingual caregivers. Various kinds of methods have been
used to illuminate communication, interaction and relationship in general.

The aim of this discussion is to relate the findings to each other and
to the theoretical framework of the Erikson (1982) theory of 'eight stages
of man'. Verbal communication is discussed from the point of view of the
importance of language to the establishing of human relationships.

Critique of the methods used in the study

During the course of the study the research paradigm changed. The
study was planned in accordance with system theoretical and
behaviouristic thinking. However, the findings of the investigation, the
study of literature, and the discussion with colleagues made the author
adopt a phenomenological-hermeneutical view of research and life. This
means that some of the data collected early in the study were not used in
the thesis and some data that would have been needed were not collected.
The most apparent mistake was that the demented patients were not
interviewed about their experience. They were regarded more as objects than as subjects during the planning of the study.

In the first time study (I) self-assessments performed by the caregivers were used but independent non-participant observations should have been used instead. However, the self-assessment method was chosen for financial reasons. In the literature both methods have been described and especially the self-assessment method has often been used in Scandinavia (e.g. Hultén et al. 1969, HYKS 1981). According to Ball and co-workers (1984) there are problems with this method (it is, for example, difficult to remember to note all one's tasks) when caregivers assess their own use of time in various care situations.

In the interviews (II) about the ethical aspects of the care of demented patients only ENs and nurses' aids were interviewed. Had the other professions and the patients' families been included, a more multidimensional picture would have emerged. Nilstun (1992) criticizes this and emphasizes that the authors have not discussed the ethical principles of 'justice' and 'sanctity of life' enough. However, in the interviews the main objective was not to study the application of ethical principles but to discuss caregivers' experience of the care of demented patients with communication problems. Problems relating to the principles of autonomy, beneficence and non-maleficence were accounted for by the caregivers. This is in agreement with the findings of interviews with ENs and RNs concerning dementia care (Åkerlund & Norberg 1985, Jansson & Norberg 1992). Swedish caregivers did not emphasize problems relating to the ethical principles of justice and sanctity of life, which, for example, caregivers in Israel did (Norberg & Hirschfeld 1987, Kuuppelomäki & Lauri 1991).

In part II of the study there is a lack of agreement between the neuropsychological examination and the linguistic investigation. This may be due to the fact that the neuropsychological examination was performed one year after the linguistic investigation. It was evident that patients Nos. 7-9 had suffered a pronounced cognitive decline during this period (III).

Regarding the phenomenological-hermeneutic analysis presented in papers IV and V the theoretical perspective had been decided on before the analysis started. Thus alternative perspectives were not considered before the first interpretation of the morning care sessions. According to the method inspired by Ricoeur (1976) the interpretation process should
start with a naive reading leading to a guess which is validated in the structural analysis of the text. As the first analyses of the text proceeded, the assumption that the Erikson theory would be a rewarding perspective for the analysis was part of the author's preunderstanding of the lived experience of being demented, which, in turn, was based on previous research (Norberg & Sandman 1988, Hallberg et al. 1990b, Kihlgren et al. 1993a, b). After a first ('naive') reading of the transcribed text and the watching of the video-recordings it was assumed that an interpretation in accordance with the Erikson theory would give a valid picture taking most of the text into account. This assumption was validated through the structural analysis.

As it seemed essential also to consider other possible interpretations and to choose the one that would give the most comprehensive picture, taking most of the text into account, and agreeing with previously accepted interpretations, the analysis presented in paper VI was undertaken. Although a phenomenological method was applied, presupposing pure descriptions (Giorgi 1985), the author regards the result as an interpretation. It seems impossible for descriptions to be free from interpretations as the mere use of language means interpreting (Klemm 1983 pp. 92).

The interpretation obtained in the analysis presented in paper VI did not seem to be an alternative to the interpretation in papers IV and V but a complement. It is evident that a video-recorded morning care session is so multidimensional that its meaning cannot be made explicit only by one analysis.

When the results of the analyses presented (IV, V) were compared with those of the analyses performed by Kihlgren and co-workers (1993a, b) it was evident that, despite minor differences in the method, the same general picture emerged; when the demented patient's integrity was promoted by the caregiver's way of interacting, the patient disclosed unexpected ability.

The arguments in favour of these considerations relate to Riceour's thoughts (1976 pp. 75). A text can be seen from several angles but never from all angles at once. Thus it is open to several readings. Validation does not mean verification. Validation means arguing that an interpretation is probable in the light of what is already known. An
interpretation is regarded valid when it is not only probable but also more probable than another interpretation.

The demented patients' preconditions for communication

The preconditions of the demented Finnish immigrants of this study to communicate with their Swedish-speaking caregivers were poor (III). Some of the patients spoke only Swedish though they had used both languages actively during their time in Sweden. Four of the five patients of the group that had preserved their ability to make an appropriate language choice, were the same patients as those who had also reached a high level of proficiency in their second language (Hyltenstam & Stroud in press). All patients communicated adequately with their Finnish-speaking caregivers (III).

These demented immigrants had much more limited social networks in Sweden than in Finland which is in agreement with the results of previous studies (Jaakkola 1983, Haavio-Mannila 1986). It is possible that they became socially more isolated and therefore had less chance to practice Swedish.

Thus both their diseases and their social situation seem to be a poor precondition for communication, interaction, and for the establishing of a positive relationship with their Swedish-speaking caregivers.

Interpretation of the consequence of migration in the light of the Erikson theory

The Erikson theory (1963, 1964, 1977, 1982, 1988, Erikson et al. 1986) was used for the theoretical frame of the phenomenological-hermeneutical analysis (IV, V). Joan and Erik Erikson have developed this theory of man's life cycle. The individual must balance the positive and negative poles of each of the eight crises to find a positive solution to them. If some of the crises have not been solved in a positive way previously there is the risk for a negative development of this stage; a weakness may occur. The crises can be resolved in a new crisis. The crises which have been solved more negatively in the earlier stages may be especially difficult in the coming crises.

The immigrants may experience the migration process as a crisis and must presolve their future crises and resolve their previous crises in their
new situation. Migration may be caused by negative events in the home country, such as war or personal and social crises, (III) and thereby causing more difficulties during the adaptation to the new situation and the migration process. If the immigrants do not find their environment good enough or have to face belittlement, disgust and discriminatory attitudes, they may develop basic mistrust of life, of others and of themselves instead of basic trust. Some kind of alienation (withdrawal) occurs. Great demands are made on the immigrants by their environment, and by themselves; they are expected to perform well and not "screw up". It is difficult to experience autonomy in this situation, and shame and doubt are common feelings. When failing one may experience shame, and a sense of compulsion. Failure causes guilt and one becomes passive, taking no initiative. It can be very difficult to develop a sense of purpose. When immigrants arrive in the new country they usually have both education and work experience and their experience of industry and of competence was quite good. Suddenly this previous knowledge is not valid any more and they must start from 'scratch'. They cannot have the job they were trained for. Washing up or cleaning in restaurants or institutions, when, for instance, they have an academic degree in their home countries, increases their feeling of inferiority which may result in a sense of inertia. Identity is a result of continuity; people must be able to recognize themselves. They must know what they used to be, what they are today and what they expect to be in the future. Identity presupposes that the picture they have of themselves is confirmed by other people. Immigration means a break in the continuity of identity. It is also difficult for them to be confirmed by other people's picture of them because their environment may have a view of immigrants, which is not compatible with the view they have of themselves. There is a great risk of identity confusion and repudiation. Only those who are sure of their own identity can share it with others and feel intimacy and create the virtue of love. There is the risk of divorce which has been reported to be common among Finnish immigrants in Sweden (Majava 1981). The same tendency can be seen in this study (III). There is a considerable risk of isolation and of a sense of exclusivity because they are not in communion with their environment. If people cannot experience feelings of communion and love and have difficulties with their identity, they become doubtful about their future; it becomes difficult for them to take part in care of
others and experience generativity. This may, for instance, take the form of inferiority and passivity in society. A sense of rejectivity may occur. If immigrants have not been able to remedy the negative effects of the stages mentioned earlier they feel repentance, despair and hopelessness instead of integrity (wholeness and meaning) in their lives. When they feel that death is approaching and feel lonely they may start hoping to be laid to rest in their former countries. Since this is not easily done it may create deep anguish and disdain instead. Only if they have solved positively at least most of the mentioned crises, can they reach a greater understanding of life, tolerance and a deeper feeling of communion in the 'new' country, thus experiencing a sense of wisdom.

Care of the demented monolingual and bilingual patients

**Time**

The time studies (I) showed that the demented patients were given less time by their caregivers for hygiene and feeding than the non-demented patients with the same needs for basic care. A reason the caregivers gave for this was that they could not communicate with these patients and it was easier to 'take over' and carry out the care tasks without talking with the patient. Part II of these studies indicated that during the morning care sessions (IV) the time used with the patient is an important aspect of promotion of integrity according to the Erikson theory (1982). It is difficult to promote the generativity versus stagnation and integrity versus despair crises without enough time. The fact that the patient is naked, or partly naked, during the morning care makes the situation sensitive. The caregiver needs time to talk with the patient after the morning care has been completed and the patient has been dressed again, to ensure that the patient is left with a feeling of dignity.

Time is a very important aspect of the interaction between patients and their caregivers. This has, for example been illustrated by Leino-Kilpi (1990) and Liukkonen (1990) in their studies about good nursing care. Clarke and Wheeler (1992) stressed that one of the most common hindrances to a good relationship in caring is the lack of time in the interaction with patients. Armstrong-Esther and Browne (1986) investigated the nurse-patient interaction on a geriatric ward. Their results showed that nurses interacted significantly less often with confused patients than with lucid patients. Hallberg and her co-workers (1990a)
found that caregivers spent less time on social interaction with vocally disruptive demented patients than with other demented patients. Time must be an extremely important aspect of the care of demented patients because they need more time to respond to incoming messages (unpublished results).

The finding that the caregivers of monolingual demented patients did not think it worth while communicating with their patients and therefore used less time for their care than for that of non demented patients can in the light of the findings of paper VI be taken to indicate that the caregivers did not respect their patients as unique and valuable people. When they do not give the patients the time needed to express themselves (cf. IV, V), there is a risk that their expectations are met, i.e. the patients cannot express their wishes so their autonomy is not respected (VI). There is a negative spiral.

Ethical aspects

The caregivers discussed their care situation from an ethical point of view (II). Nearly all of them agreed about the importance of the demented patient's autonomy but in the practical situations there were many complications because of the communication problems. The caregivers often faced ethical dilemmas. The interviews were taken to indicate that mostly they had to act paternally, thus giving priority to the ethical principles of beneficence/non-malificence. This is in accordance with findings based on interviews with RNs regarded as good and experienced in the care of demented patients (Jansson & Norberg 1992). It seems reasonable to assume that demented immigrants have more problems than 'natives' to inform their caregivers, who do not know their language, about their wishes and therefore have fewer possibilities to autonomy. Furthermore, the study showed that mostly demented immigrants had their families in Finland (unpublished). This lack of information about patients' preferences may result in more undifferentiated care, i.e. the care is a result of routines rather than of patients' individual needs.

Preconditions for communication

The demented immigrants studied had severe difficulties in their language choice and language separation but they were able to communicate adequately in Finnish (III). Some of these demented
patients seemed to function on a higher competence level than they had been estimated to do by the Swedish-speaking physicians and therefore it is quite possible that they were placed on an inadequate care level.

**Relationship**

There was a connection between the caregiver's ability to communicate in Finnish and the crises (Erikson 1982) supported in the interaction between bilingual demented patients and their monolingual/bilingual caregivers during morning care sessions. Bilingual Finnish-Swedish speaking caregivers promoted the solution of crises mostly whereas monolingual Swedish-speaking caregivers mostly hindered the solution of crises. The trust versus mistrust, autonomy versus shame and doubt, industry versus inferiority, and intimacy versus isolation crises seemed to be the crises that were the most sensitive to the caregiver's language (IV, V).

One problem seemed to be that the monolingual caregivers did not understand the patient, while the patient understood the caregiver but was unaware that she herself used the inadequate language. Most of the support was given to the patient's experience of identity both by monolingual and bilingual caregivers. The promotion of the generativity versus stagnation and integrity versus despair crises seemed connected with extremely long morning care sessions (IV, V).

The Erikson theory has previously been used as a theoretical frame by Hallberg and co-workers (1990b) in a study of the interaction between vocally disruptive demented patients and their caregivers. Their results showed that the caregivers mostly supported the patients' identity. The support usually aimed at orienting the patient to person, time and place, which is in agreement with this study of bilingual demented patients (IV, V). The reason for these results may be the training of caregivers in long term care in Sweden which has given special emphasis to the importance of supporting identity.

Kihlgren and co-workers (1993a, b) also studied interaction in the light of the Erikson theory. They found that the training of caregivers in integrity promoting care based on the Erikson (1982) theory resulted in a more positive interaction and support for most of the crises. This led to the patients' displaying greater and greater ability (Kihlgren et al. 1993a). A positive spiral of mutual interaction was created. Furthermore
Kihlgren and her co-workers (1993b) claim that supporting the crises concerning trust, autonomy and intimacy at the beginning of the morning care session was very important to the development of interaction.

Caring in mutual recognition, communion and love

Caring is more than adequate techniques. It is a transactional relationship with deep meaning, where the caregiver meets the patient's individual needs, and the patient's interests, on the highest possible level (Paterson and Zderad 1988). Caring is a relationship that develops with the changes in the person who cares and in the person cared for (Mayeroff 1965). According to Hegel (1967, pp. 229) the human being becomes conscious of her/himself only by being recognized by another human being. There is a process of mutual recognition of one another. Applied to the care of demented patients this means that caregivers obtain their recognition through their demented patients and their perception of the patients will therefore colour their perception of themselves. Through this mutual recognition a real 'meeting' may occur where the caregivers show respect for the patients and recognize them as human beings equal to themselves in value (cf. Buber 1958). This kind of care has been described by Asplund (1991 pp. 25-26). Gustafsson and Pörn (1992) also underline the importance of confirmation in care. The findings presented in paper VI remind of their interpretation of the phenomenon confirmation. They mean that confirmation is characterized by respect, interest, understanding and competence.

According to Arendt (1958) human beings disclose themselves through their actions. For demented patients this disclosure may be very unclear and vague at first due to the symptoms of the disease. The question is whether or not the caregivers can recognize the patients as human beings despite this. By recognizing patients as human beings caregivers confirm them, and help them disclose themselves more clearly (cf. Kihlgren et al. 1993b).

It seems reasonable to assume that demented immigrants and their bilingual caregivers can recognize each other through the language they share. Language is not only a means of communication but a particular view of the world (Gadamer 1988 pp. 398). Having a language means having a world. Speaking a language means disclosing a world. Speaking the same language thus means sharing a world.
When demented immigrants speak Finnish, Finnish caregivers cannot only understand more easily what they try to communicate but they can also understand more easily the world, that is disclosed by the patients' speech, and embraces their messages. *Vice versa*, patients can more easily not only understand caregivers' messages but also the world that they disclose. Thus there may be communion between patients and caregivers, i.e. the sharing of a world (cf. Gadamer 1988 pp. 111, 117).

Referring to Hegel (1967 pp. 229) it seems reasonable to assume that the caregivers who share their patients' world can recognize them more easily as individuals within this world. When patients are recognized they are easier to respect. The patient's recognition of the caregiver also confirms the caregiver as a person. The caregivers disclosed virtues that seemed important to their ability to recognize the patients (VI); for example they showed patience, which means that they were willing to wait for the patients to disclose themselves.

Florensky (Slesinski 1984 pp. 133, 141) emphasized the connection between the knowledge of truth and love. The knowledge of truth is 'communion in love'. Knowing God means loving him. Analogously, it seems reasonable to assume that recognizing the demented patient as a human being means loving her/him. There is also a knowledge *about*, that does not presuppose love. The demented patient is known as an object (cf. Athlin *et al.* 1989). No real 'meeting' occurs.

The positive relationship between demented immigrants and their bilingual caregivers (IV-VI) may not only depend on the verbal language *per se*. The ability to recognize the melody of language develops before a human being is able to use verbal language (Merleau-Ponty 1973). It seems likely that severely demented patients recognize, and feel at home with, the melody of their mother tongue. Furthermore, socially ritualized care activities may also be relevant. Through the ritualization of daily routines the child learns 'the only proper way to do things' such as eating, and taking a bath. The child learns to grasp the symbolic meaning of these activities of everyday life. The satisfaction of immediate needs is elevated into a community context (Erikson 1977 pp. 80). The child learns these 'meanings' through its mother's ways of handling its everyday care. Finnish caregivers may disclose some of this cultural ritualization in their way of helping the patient with everyday activities. There may be a Finnish way of performing some tasks. As demented patients have
problems with their abstract thinking and with remembering sequences of action (APA 1987) it is utterly important that the small details of everyday care are performed in a way that discloses love for the patient and reminds her/him of the 'only proper way' she/he learnt as a child. This seems especially important since there is some support for the hypothesis that severely demented patients undergo regression (Reisberg 1986, Sandman et al. 1990, Asplund et al. 1991a, Ericsson 1993).

Interpretation of the findings seen as a whole

When the negative interaction described in papers I and II is interpreted from the perspective disclosed in paper VI, it seems evident that the caregivers had no respect for the patient, or will to help. Being able to help did not fill them with joy. Neither were they in communion with them.

The finding (II) that the caregivers who could not communicate with their demented patients felt that they had lost their commitment can be understood in the light of Hegel's (1967) description of the importance of one person recognizing her/himself in another person. When the caregiver does not value the patient, being recognized by the patient is not regarded as valuable, which means devaluing the caregiver her/himself (cf. Asplund 1991 pp. 30). The phenomenon can also be elucidated by reference to Goffman's (1970 p. 122) description; when a person has to stay together with another person that she/he does not get into contact with, it is so frustrating that she/he seeks to shorten the 'meeting'. It may be that the lack of contact between patient and caregiver makes the caregiver's trying to find excuses not to stay with the patient longer than necessary. A negative interaction spiral starts. This suggestion is supported by the findings of Åkerlund and Norberg (1990) that caregivers tried very hard to find meaning in a severely demented patient's utterly weak expressions to find some meaning in their care of her.

The finding that there was love in the relationship between bilingual caregivers and bilingual demented patients seems surprising (VI). Why should Finnish-speaking caregivers be more loving than Swedish-speaking caregivers? It seems reasonable to assume that the results do not indicate that Finnish-speaking caregivers were initially more loving than Swedish-speaking caregivers. What was registered was not an emotion in the
caregivers but love as incarnated in the care activities. Thus the care activities are regarded as open to interpretations that decide their meaning (Ricoeur 1971 p. 544). Love as registered in the video-recordings can also be seen as a quality-mark of the everyday care activities (cf. Watzlawick et al. 1967 pp. 51).

The finding that bilingual caregivers have a better precondition for establishing contact with their patients makes it reasonable to assume that a positive interaction spiral is initiated. When caregivers get into contact with demented patients they can recognize their patients and value them and therefore experience patients' recognition of them as rewarding (cf. Hegel 1967 pp. 229). As their contact with the patients is rewarding they become motivated to stay with the patients (cf. Goffman 1970 p. 122). The positive spiral is reinforced.

When patients suffer from dementia, their experience of the world becomes fragmentary (Hallberg 1990, cf. Melges 1983 pp. 55-58). It seems reasonable to suggest that the fragmentation can be more apparent when the patients have changed countries and cultures. They may have experienced more and more problems in their solving of the life crises because of the difficulties of the adaptation during the migration process resulting in basic weaknesses (malignant tendencies) (Erikson et al. 1986). Therefore bilingual demented patients can be expected to need even more support from caregivers than monolingual demented patients.

Zingmark and her co-workers (accepted) found that a feeling of not being at home was an everyday ordeal for severely and moderately demented patients. It seems logical to assume that if caregivers speak the patients' mother tongue and perform the everyday activities in 'the proper way', this may help create an experience in the patients of being at home which seems to be another expression for the experience of wholeness and meaning (integrity).

Thus on the basis of this thesis it is recommended that special units are created where bilingual caregivers take care of the bilingual demented patients.
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